Protection against peroxynitrite-induced fibroblast injury and arthritis development by inhibition of poly(ADP-ribose) synthase (nitric oxide/superoxide/inflammation/inducible nitric-oxide synthase/DNA single-strand break)
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ABSTRACT Peroxynitrite, a cytotoxic oxidant formed from nitric oxide (NO) and superoxide, induces DNA strand breakage, which activates the nuclear enzyme poly(ADP-ribose) synthase (PARS; EC 2.4.2.30). The cellular function of PARS was determined in fibroblast lines from PARS knockout animals (PARS−/−) and corresponding wild-type animals (PARS+/+), with the aid of the lipophilic PARS inhibitor 5-iodo-6-amino-1,2-benzopyrone (INH2BP). We investigated the role of PARS in peroxynitrite-induced fibroblast injury in vitro and also in the development of arthritis in vivo. Exposure of embryonic fibroblasts from the PARS−/− animals to peroxynitrite caused DNA single-stand breakage and PARS activation and caused an acute suppression of mitochondrial respiration. INH2BP protected the PARS+/+ cells against the suppression of mitochondrial respiration in response to peroxynitrite (50–100 μM). Similarly to PARS inhibition with INH2BP, the PARS−/− cells were protected against peroxynitrite-induced injury. The protection against cellular injury by PARS−/− phenotype or INH2BP waned when cells were challenged with higher concentrations of the oxidant. Inhibition of PARS by INH2BP or by PARS−/− phenotype reduced inducible nitric-oxide synthase (iNOS; EC 1.14.13.39) mRNA levels and inhibited production of NO in immunostimulated cells. INH2BP had no peroxynitrite scavenging or hydroxyl radical scavenging effects, and it exerted no additional (nonspecific) effects in the PARS−/− cells. In collagen-induced arthritis, significant staining for nitrotyrosine, a marker of peroxynitrite formation, was found in the inflamed joints. Oral treatment with INH2BP (0.5 g/kg, daily), starting at the onset of arthritis (day 25), delayed the development of the clinical signs at days 26–35 and improved histological status in the knee and paw. Our data demonstrate that deletion of PARS by genetic manipulation or pharmacological inhibition of PARS protects against oxidant-induced cellular injury in vitro and exhibits anti-inflammatory effects in vivo.

Nitric oxide (NO), superoxide, and their cytotoxic reaction product peroxynitrite (ONOO−) are terminal mediators of cellular injury in various forms of inflammation. In vitro studies employing conventional inhibitors of the nuclear enzyme poly(ADP-ribose) synthase (PARS; EC 2.4.2.30) suggested that the oxidative injury in response to oxygen radicals and peroxynitrite is related to DNA single-strand breakage and consequent activation of PARS (1, 2). Massive ADP-ribosylation of nuclear proteins by PARS then results in cellular energy depletion and injury, reminiscent of necrosis (1–3). However, objections can be raised against the conclusions of these studies, because the commonly used relatively high concentrations of PARS inhibitors (e.g., nicotinamide and benzamide analogs), have additional effects as free radical scavengers, and have short cellular residence time (4–6).

More recently a potent pharmacologically active inhibitor of PARS, the lipophilic 5-iodo-6-amino-1,2-benzopyrone (INH2BP), was developed (7, 8). Moreover, a genetically engineered mouse line that lacks PARS is now available: a fibroblast cell line from these animals can be used for in vitro investigations (9). These tools allow a direct testing of the role of PARS. The present work was designed to elucidate (i) whether inhibition of PARS by INH2BP protects against cellular oxidant injury triggered by peroxynitrite, a cytotoxic oxidant produced by the reaction of superoxide and NO (10–14); (ii) whether the PARS−/− cells are protected against cellular injury compared with the PARS+/+ cells; (iii) whether the PARS−/− phenotype or pharmacological inhibition of PARS affects NO production in response to immunostimulation; and (iv) whether INH2BP exerts any oxidant scavenging or nonspecific effects. In addition, to elucidate the role of the peroxynitrite-PARS pathway in the pathogenesis of inflammation, we evaluated (v) whether inhibition of PARS with INH2BP affects the course of collagen-induced arthritis.

The results of the current study support the role of PARS activation in the peroxynitrite-mediated cellular oxidant injury and inflammation, and they demonstrate that either deletion of PARS or its selective inhibition by INH2BP protects against inflammatory cell injury.

METHODS

Cell Culture. Mouse embryonic fibroblasts from the PARS−/− mice and fibroblasts from the corresponding wild-type controls (9) were grown in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium with 10% fetal bovine serum. Cells were cultured in 96-well plates or in 12-well plates until 90% confluence. Cells were exposed to peroxynitrite (25–1000 μM) with or without a 10-min pretreatment with INH2BP (100 μM). For immunostimulation, cells were exposed to bacterial lipopolysaccharide (LPS; Escherichia coli, O111:B4, 10 μg/ml) and murine interferon-γ (IFN-γ, 50 units/ml) for 2–48 h in the presence or absence of INH2BP (50–100 μM). INH2BP was synthesized as described (7, 8).

Determination of DNA Single-Strand Breaks and Measurement of Cellular PARS Activity. At 10 min after peroxynitrite exposure, the formation of DNA single-strand breaks in double-stranded DNA was determined by the alkaline unwinding method as previously described (11, 12). PARS activity was measured 10 min after peroxynitrite exposure, using radiolabeled DNA.
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beled NAD$^+$ as described, in digitonin-permeabilized cells (11, 12).

Measurement of Mitochondrial Respiration and Cellular NAD$^+$ Levels. At 60 min after peroxynitrite exposure or 48 h after immunostimulation, respiration was assessed by the mitochondrial-dependent reduction of MTT [3-(4, 5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide] to formazan as described (12). In addition, in some experiments, cellular NAD$^+$ levels were determined by using HPLC (12, 13).

Measurement of Nitrite or Nitrate Production, Inducible NO Synthase (iNOS; EC 1.14.13.39) mRNA, and iNOS Protein Expression by Immunostimulated Cells. Nitrite in culture supernatants at 24 h after stimulation was measured by the Griess reaction as described (13). For the determination of total nitrite/nitrate concentrations, nitrate was reduced to nitrite by incubation with nitrate reductase (13). After cells had been exposed to LPS/IFN-γ in the presence or absence of INH2BP (100 μM) for 1–24 h, Northern blotting for iNOS mRNA and Western blotting for iNOS protein, using a primary rabbit anti-mouse iNOS antibody (Upstate Biotechnology, Lake Placid, NY), were performed as described (14). The activity of iNOS in cell homogenates was determined by the measurement of the calcium-independent conversion of L-arginine to L-citrulline (13).

Effect of INH2BP on Peroxynitrite- and Hydrogen Peroxide-Induced Oxidation of Dihydrorhodamine 123. In a separate set of studies, the effect of INH2BP and the conventional PARS inhibitor 3-aminobenzamide (100 μM to 3 mM) on the peroxynitrite-mediated oxidation of dihydrorhodamine 123 was studied in vitro. These studies were performed in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) containing 100 μM diethylenepentaacetate acid (DTPA), pH 7.4. The oxidation of dihydrorhodamine 123 by peroxynitrite (1 μM) or hydrogen peroxide (1 μM) plus 25 μM/ml horseradish peroxidase in the presence of various concentrations of the PARS inhibitors was measured by the change in absorbance at 500 nm (ε = 78,000 M⁻¹cm⁻¹) after 30-min incubation at 37°C (15).

Induction of Collagen-Induced Arthritis, and Detection of Nitrotyrosine in the Inflamed Joints. Male DBA/1J mice (9 weeks, The Jackson Laboratory) were used for these studies. Chicken type II collagen (CII) was dissolved in 0.01 M acetic acid at a concentration of 2 mg/ml by stirring overnight at 4°C. Dissolved CII was frozen at −70°C until use. Complete Freund’s adjuvant (CFA) was prepared by the addition of Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Ra at a concentration of 2 mg/ml. Before injection, CII was emulsified with an equal volume of CFA. Collagen-induced arthritis was induced as previously described (16). On day 1, mice were injected intradermally at the base of the tail with 100 μl of the emulsion (containing 100 μg of CII). On day 21, a second injection of CII in CFA was administered. At Day 35, joints were taken, embedded in M1 medium, and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. Cryostat sections (6 μm) were cut with a microtome equipped with a carbide steel knife. Joint sections were analyzed for the presence of nitrotyrosine, an indicator of peroxynitrite, by immunohistochemistry as described, using a primary anti-nitrotyrosine antibody (Upstate Biotechnology) (17). In control experiment, sections were incubated in the presence of 10 mM nitrotyrosine. This intervention eliminated the nitrotyrosine staining presented in Fig. 4.

In another set of studies, aqueous joint extracts were prepared from control animals and from animals at 35 days of arthritis as described (18), by homogenization in a lysis buffer in the presence of protease inhibitors. Extracts were analyzed for the presence of nitrated proteins by using Western blotting, as described (19).

Induction of Collagen-Induced Arthritis and Its Suppression by INH2BP. In another set of experiments, PARS was inhibited in the animals with INH2BP. Animals were treated either with vehicle (n = 10) or with INH2BP (n = 6) (0.5 g/kg orally) every 24 h, starting from day 25. Experiments with 14C-labeled INH2BP have established that the dosage regimen used in this study provides adequate tissue uptake of the PARS inhibitor (8). Mice were evaluated daily for arthritis by using a macroscopic scoring system: 0 = no signs of arthritis; 1 = swelling and/or redness of the paw or one digit; 2 = two joints involved; 3 = more than two joints involved; and 4 = severe arthritis of the entire paw and digits (16). Arthritis index for
each mouse was calculated by adding the four scores of individual paws. At day 35, animals were sacrificed while they were under anesthesia, and paws and knees were removed and fixed for histological examination, which was done by an investigator blinded for the treatment regime.

**Data Analysis and Presentation.** For the *in vitro* studies, all values in the figures and text are expressed as mean ± SEM of *n* observations, where *n* represents the number of wells studied (6–9 wells from two or three independent experiments). Data sets were examined by one- and two-way analysis of variance, and individual group means were then compared with Student’s unpaired *t* test. For the arthritis studies, Mann–Whitney *U* test (two-tailed, independent) was used to compare medians of the arthritic indices (16). Values in for the *in vitro* studies are presented as incidences (%), or medians. A *P* value less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

**RESULTS**

**Role of PARS Activation in the Peroxynitrite-Mediated Inhibition of Mitochondrial Respiration in Fibroblasts.** Exposure of wild-type (PARS**1/1**) fibroblasts to peroxynitrite (50–1000 μM) caused a dose-dependent suppression of the mitochondrial respiration at 1 h (Fig. 1a). In addition, peroxynitrite dose-dependently increased the percentage of single-strand breaks of the DNA in these cells. For instance, at 100 μM peroxynitrite, the percentage of single-strand breaks increased from 3% ± 2% to 28% ± 2% (*P* < 0.01) (*n* = 6). Peroxynitrite also caused a dose-dependent activation of PARS (Fig. 1b), with some basal PARS activity detectable in unstimulated wild-type cells (Fig. 1b). INH2BP prevented PARS activation in response to peroxynitrite (Fig. 1b), without affecting the extent of DNA single-strand breakage (not shown). Pharmacological inhibition of PARS caused a significant protection against the peroxynitrite-induced suppression of mitochondrial respiration at 50 μM, 100 μM (Fig. 1a) and 250 μM (not shown) peroxynitrite. However, when cells were exposed to very high concentrations of peroxynitrite (1000 μM), the suppression of mitochondrial respiration could no longer be prevented by pharmacological inhibition of PARS, indicating nonspecific cellular damage (Fig. 1a).

The extent of DNA single-strand breakage in the PARS**2/2** cells was similar to the DNA single-strand breakage in the PARS**+/+** controls. For instance, at 100 μM peroxynitrite, the percentage of single-strand breaks increased from 3% ± 2% to 31% ± 4% in these cells (*P* < 0.01) (*n* = 6). When the...
cellular responses in the fibroblast line derived from the PARS−/− mice were compared with the response in the corresponding wild-type cells, the results were similar to what we have observed with the pharmacological inhibitor, INH2BP. Cells from the PARS−/− mice were protected against peroxynitrite-induced suppression of mitochondrial respiration (without adding INH2BP) (Fig. 1). This protection diminished when extremely high peroxynitrite concentrations were used (e.g., 1000 μM). The PARS−/− cells were also protected against the peroxynitrite-induced suppression of cellular NAD+ levels. For instance, 100 μM peroxynitrite caused a complete depletion of cellular NAD+ in the wild-type cells from (8.2 ± 1.6 to 0.1 ± 0.1 nmol/mg of protein; P < 0.01, n = 3); whereas NAD+ was well maintained in the PARS−/− cells (control: 9.9 ± 0.5 nmol/mg of protein; after 100 μM peroxynitrite exposure: 5.0 ± 0.9 nmol/mg of protein). Even at very high concentrations of peroxynitrite, where no protection against the suppression of mitochondrial respiration was provided in the PARS−/− phenotype, cellular NAD+ levels in the PARS−/− cells were relatively maintained. For instance, in response to 1000 μM peroxynitrite, cellular NAD+ was 5.1 ± 0.9 nmol/mg of protein in the PARS−/− cells (n = 3). These results suggest that PARS activation plays an important role in the cellular injury at low to intermediate concentrations of peroxynitrite. However, at extremely high oxidant concentrations, overwhelming PARS-independent mechanisms of cytotoxicity become activated. This latter finding is in accordance with observations in pancreatic islet cells, macrophages, and endothelial cells, where extremely high concentrations of oxidants caused massive cytotoxicity, which was no longer preventable by pharmacological inhibition of PARS (12, 15, 18).

To directly investigate any potential scavenging effect of INH2BP, in vitro studies were performed with INH2BP and 3-aminobenzamide, a prototypical PARS inhibitor, in an assay that utilizes the peroxynitrite- or hydrogen peroxide-induced oxidation of dihydrorhodamine 123. The results showed that INH2BP does not inhibit the peroxynitrite- or hydrogen peroxide-induced oxidation, whereas [and in line with previous studies (4–6)], 3-aminobenzamide dose-dependently inhibited the oxidation of dihydrorhodamine induced by hydrogen peroxide, but not by peroxynitrite (Fig. 2). These observations, coupled with the finding that in the PARS−/− cells, which resisted the suppression of mitochondrial respiration at low to intermediate concentrations of peroxynitrite, INH2BP did not provide any nonspecific additional protection (Fig. 1a), indicate that INH2BP does not act as a scavenger of peroxynitrite.

Role of PARS in the Regulation of NO Production in Response to Immunostimulation. Stimulation of the cells with LPS and interferon-γ induced the production of nitrite and nitrate (oxidation products of NO, produced by iNOS) in the fibroblasts, as measured at 24 h. There was a significantly lower nitrite and nitrate production in response to immunostimulation in the PARS−/− cells, compared with wild-type controls. INH2BP (50–100 μM) caused a dose-dependent inhibition of nitrite and nitrate production in the wild-type cells, lowering it to the level found in the PARS−/− cells (Fig. 3a). INH2BP, however, did not inhibit NO production in the PARS−/− cells (Fig. 3a). Similar differences in the NO production persisted at 48 h after immunostimulation (not shown).

In the PARS−/− cells, there was a significantly lower expression of iNOS, as indicated by lower amounts of iNOS steady-state mRNA and iNOS protein levels (Fig. 3b). The mRNA for iNOS was (2.8 ± 0.7)-fold higher at 8 h after immunostimulation and (4.6 ± 1.9)-fold higher at 24 h after immunostimulation in the PARS−/− cells than in the PARS−/− cells (n = 3; P < 0.01). Direct measurements of iNOS activity in immunostimulated cells confirmed these results: at 12 h after immunostimulation, calcium-independent iNOS activity amounted to 306 ± 39 nmol/min per mg of protein in PARS−/− cells, 95 ± 11 nmol/min per mg of protein in INH2BP-pretreated PARS−/− cells, 90 ± 24 nmol/min per mg of protein in PARS−/− cells, and 76 ± 38 nmol/min per mg of protein in INH2BP-pretreated PARS−/− cells (n = 6). These findings are consistent with the view that PARS is involved in the process of iNOS induction (see Discussion). The lack of effect of INH2BP in the PARS−/− cells reiterates that this agent does not act as an inhibitor of PARS-independent cellular actions.

At 48 h after immunostimulation, changes in mitochondrial respiration in PARS+/+ and PARS−/− cells were also compared. There was a 46% ± 6% inhibition of the respiration in response to LPS/IFN-γ in the PARS+/+ cells (P < 0.01, n = 12), whereas in the PARS−/− cells, no suppression of mitochondrial respiration was observed: the respiration amounted to 114% ± 8% of the unstimulated controls (n = 12, P < 0.01).

Effect of INH2BP in the Development of Collagen-Induced Arthritis. NO synthase inhibitors and superoxide dismutase mimics exert protective effects in rodent models of arthritis, induced by adjuvant (20, 21) or collagen (22). The mechanisms of joint degradation, which are similar in all animal models of arthritis, have not been fully characterized. Using immunohis-tochemistry and Western blotting of proteins in aqueous joint extracts, we observed the appearance of nitrotyrosine-positive staining in the inflamed joints, but not in healthy animals (Fig. 4). These findings are in accordance with a recent study in human samples from arthritic patients (23). Nitrotyrosine formation is generally accepted as a specific “footprint” of NO production in the PARS−/− cells.

![Fig. 4. Nitrotyrosine immunostaining in the paw of a control mouse (a) and the paw of a mouse at 35 days of collagen-induced arthritis (b). (×64.) (c) Nitrotyrosine Western blots from paw extracts of control mice (lanes C) and mice after 35 days of collagen-induced arthritis (lanes A) are shown. Note the marked increase in nitrotyrosine staining in the paws in arthritis. Also, note the increased tyrosine nitration of several proteins (indicated with arrowheads): three proteins (approximately 60–80 kDa) and a low molecular mass protein or protein fragment (approximately 10 kDa). Representative pictures or gels of n = 3 experiments are shown.](image-url)
peroxynitrite (10, 24), although recent studies proposed additional pathways of tyrosine nitration, such as the one related to the myeloperoxidase-dependent conversion of nitrite to NO₂Cl and -NO₂ (25). Thus, nitrotyrosine may rather serve as a collective indicator of “reactive nitrogen species” (26).

On the basis of our in vitro data indicating the importance of the peroxynitrite-PARS pathway in cell injury, we used INH₂BP to define the role of PARS in a mouse model of collagen-induced arthritis. Between days 26 and 35 after the first collagen immunization, animals progressively developed arthritis (Fig. 5). INH₂BP reduced the incidence of arthritis until day 33 and reduced the severity of the disease throughout the experimental period. At day 35, histological evaluation of the paws in the vehicle-treated arthritic animals revealed signs of severe suppurative arthritis, with massive mixed (neutrophil, macrophage, and lymphocyte) infiltration. In addition, severe or moderate necrosis, hyperplasia and sloughing of the synovium could be seen, together with the extension of the inflammation into the adjacent musculature with fibrosis and increased mucous production (Fig. 6b). In the INH₂BP-treated animals, the degree of arthritis was significantly reduced: a moderate, primarily neutrophil infiltration into several of the larger joints, coupled with mild to moderate necrosis and hyperplasia of the synovium (Fig. 6c).

DISCUSSION

Role of PARS in the Peroxynitrite-Induced Acute Cytotoxicity. The studies presented in the current paper, using a recently developed pharmacological tool (INH₂BP) (7, 8) and cells from a genetically engineered animal lacking PARS (9), provided evidence for a role of PARS activation in the peroxynitrite-induced acute suppression of mitochondrial respiration. We have also demonstrated that the protection offered by pharmacological inhibitors of PARS or by the PARS⁻/⁻ phenotype against the peroxynitrite-induced cytotoxicity diminishes when cells are exposed to high concentrations of peroxynitrite. A likely explanation for this finding is that peroxynitrite triggers PARS-independent, parallel cytotoxic mechanisms. At lower concentrations of peroxynitrite, inhibition of PARS is sufficient to influence the net cellular energetic changes, whereas at higher concentrations of peroxynitrite overwhelming cytotoxicity occurs, which is possibly related to inhibition of membrane pumps, lipid peroxidation and protein oxidation and nitration, and direct inhibition of mitochondrial respiration (10–13, 27). In vivo, under inflammatory conditions, cells are likely to be exposed to lower concentrations of peroxynitrite for prolonged periods of time. Therefore, the exposure to lower concentrations of peroxynitrite is more likely to be comparable to the in vivo situation during inflammation.

Role of PARS in the Process of NO Production in Response to Immunostimulation. The present studies also provide evidence for diminished NO production by the PARS⁻/⁻ cells in response to immunostimulation, compared with the response in wild-type controls. Moreover, in immunostimulated wild-type cells, INH₂BP reduced the production of NO to a level seen in the immunostimulated PARS⁻/⁻ cells, but the agent had no effect on NO production in the PARS⁻/⁻ cells. The production of NO in immunostimulated cells is due to the expression of iNOS (28). Our data are consistent with the view that basal PARS activity is involved in the process of iNOS expression. A similar conclusion has previously been reached with pharmacological inhibitors of PARS, such as nicotinamide and 3-aminobenzamide, and, more recently, also with INH₂BP (29–31). Although the specific mechanisms whereby PARS regulates the expression of iNOS (and, possibly, the expression of other genes) remain to be clarified, recent studies have proposed a role for PARS in the process of transcription.
INH2BP is most likely related to an interruption of the futile anti-inflammatory potential. The primary mode of action and that pharmacological inhibition of PARS is of that PARS is involved in the progression of the inflammatory oxidant-induced endothelial cell injury (35) and neutrophil into the inflamed joints (34). The roles of PARS activation in the importance of the reactive nitrogen species in the pathophysiology of arthritis. The mediators, produced in arthritis, which are known triggers of DNA single-strand breakage are peroxynitrite and hydroxyl radical (1, 2).

The present study, demonstrating anti-inflammatory effects of INH2BP in the collagen-induced arthritis, supports the view that PARS is involved in the progression of the inflammatory process and that pharmacological inhibition of PARS is of anti-inflammatory potential. The primary mode of action of INH2BP is most likely related to an interruption of the futile intracellular cascade characterized by DNA injury, PARS activation, poly(ADP-ribose)lation, and metabolic suppression in various cell types of the inflamed joints. An additional mode of action may be related to suppression of the process of iNOS expression. Oxidant injury of the synovial fibroblasts and the endothelium promotes the infiltration of mononuclear cells into the inflamed joints (34). The roles of PARS activation in the oxidant-induced endothelial cell injury (35) and neutrophil recruitment into inflammatory sites (17, 36) are consistent with our observation that INH2BP reduces the degree of mononuclear cell infiltration into the joints.

**Conclusions.** The present study establishes the role of PARS in cellular oxidant injury and the development of inflammation. PARS inhibition, alone or in combination with other anti-inflammatory agents, represents an additional anti-inflammatory approach. The demonstration of the lack of effect of INH2BP on oxidant injury or NO production in PARS−/− cells underlines the specificity of INH2BP as a cellular PARS inhibitor. This agent may be used in future studies to delineate the role of PARS in various forms of inflammation and oxidant injury.
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